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ABSTRACT

4-(Methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone is a
potent nicotine carcinogen that leads to many DNA
lesions, the most persistent being the O2-[4-oxo-4-(3-
pyridyl)butyl]thymine adduct (POB-T). Although the
experimental mutagenic profile for the minor groove
POB-T lesion has been previously reported, the find-
ings are puzzling in terms of the human polymerases
involved. Specifically, while pol � typically replicates
minor groove adducts, in vivo studies indicate pol �
replicates POB-T despite being known for process-
ing major groove adducts. Our multiscale modeling
approach reveals that the canonical (anti) glycosidic
orientation of POB-T can fit in the pol � active site, but
only a unique (syn) POB-T conformation is accom-
modated by pol �. These distinct binding orientations
rationalize the differential in vitro mutagenic spectra
based on the preferential stabilization of dGTP and
dTTP opposite the lesion for pol � and �, respec-
tively. Overall, by uncovering the first evidence for
the replication of a damaged pyrimidine in the syn
glycosidic orientation, the current work provides the
insight necessary to clarify a discrepancy in the DNA
replication literature, expand the biological role of the
critical human pol �, and understand the mutational
signature in human cancers associated with tobacco
exposure.

INTRODUCTION

DNA encodes all information required for human life.
However, this information is constantly threatened by many
endogenous and exogenous damaging agents (1). Some par-
ticularly carcinogenic yet prevalent sources of DNA dam-
age are nicotine products, such as conventional cigarettes
and e-cigarette liquid (2,3). The use of tobacco products
is associated with several cancers (e.g. lung, head and

neck) and it is estimated to account for 30% of cancer
deaths worldwide (4). One of the main causes of tobacco-
induced cancers is believed to be 4-(methylnitrosamino)-
1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK), which is formed in vivo
when nicotine is metabolized (5–7). In fact, NNK is the only
tobacco component that has led to cancer in every species
tested (i.e. mice, rats, hamsters, rabbits, pigs, monkeys, and
humans) irrespective of the route of exposure (8,9). Within
the body, NNK is converted into species that react with
DNA to form many different purine and pyrimidine lesions
such as methyl (O2-T, O4-T or O6-G), formaldehyde (N6-
A, N4-C or N2-G) and pyridyloxobutyl (POB; O2-T, O4-T,
N6-A, O6-G, N7-G, O2-C, N3-C or N4-C) adducts (7).

DNA lesions caused by tobacco affect many cellular
pathways (10,11). For example, standard DNA replication
is typically stalled by damaged nucleobases, and an alter-
native pathway known as translesion synthesis (TLS) is re-
sponsible for replicating past damaged sites. During TLS, at
least two polymerases are responsible for replicating dam-
aged sites, with the first polymerase replicating the lesion
site and the second polymerase further extending the helix.
While this process is critical for preventing cell death, it is
error prone and can introduce mutations, which in turn can
lead to cancer. Current literature on the replication of DNA
adducts arising from known human carcinogens shows that
TLS is affected by the chemical structure of the lesion (see,
for example, references (12–20)). However, most studies on
damaged DNA replication have considered purine lesions
(12–18,20,21), while very little is known about the replica-
tion of damaged pyrimidines. In fact, only a few damaged
pyrimidines have been identified in the literature to date
(7,22,23).

A common pyrimidine adduct is O2-[4-oxo-4-(3-
pyridyl)butyl]thymine (POB-T; Figure 1A), which is also
the most persistent POB adduct formed from NNK, at least
in part due to a repair resistance (24,25). Additionally, the
mutational signature (signature 4) associated with tobacco
smoking in human cancers contains T→A mutations (26)
that have yet to be explained, but could be associated with
POB-T. As a result, researchers are striving to understand
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Figure 1. (A) The T, anti-POB-T and syn-POB-T nucleosides, with
WC face in blue and Hoogsteen face in green. Key dihedral an-
gles for the lesions include �′ [∠(N1C2O2C8)], �′ [∠(C2O2C8C9)],
� ′ [∠(O2C8C9C10)], �′ [∠(C8C9C10C11)], �′ [∠(C9C10C11C12)], � ′
[∠(C10C11C12C13)] and � [∠(C2N1C1′O4′)]. (B) POB-T base pairings
previously speculated in the literature (27,28).

the structure and mutagenicity of this T lesion. POB-T is
a minor groove lesion (i.e. the bulky moiety is located in
the minor groove when the lesion adopts the canonical anti
orientation about the glycosidic bond) and has an altered
Watson-Crick (WC) hydrogen-bonding face compared to
canonical T (i.e. N3 becomes a hydrogen-bond acceptor;
Figure 1A), and therefore may no longer preferentially
pair with A. Indeed, in vitro studies indicate that DNA
polymerase 	 (pol 	) preferentially inserts dATP and
dTTP opposite POB-T, while DNA polymerase 
 (pol

) preferentially inserts dGTP over dATP opposite the
lesion (27). Interestingly, the unique outcomes for POB-T
replication by pol 
 and 	 indicate that these two human
TLS polymerases process the lesion in different ways,
although the exact pathways are currently unknown.

To clarify the polymerase responsible for POB-T bypass
in vivo, single and double knockdown or knockout strains
of human cells (HEK293K) were constructed for pol 	, 
,
� and � , and Rev1 (28,29). These strains show that pol 	
and � have a significant effect on lesion bypass (bypass effi-
cacy reduced from < 55% in wild-type cells to < 36% in the
mutant cells), while knockdown or knockout of pol 
, � or
Rev1 did not substantially change the efficiency of TLS past
POB-T (28,29). The results from knockdown and knock-
out strains are consistent with in vitro work indicating that
pol 	 most efficiently bypasses POB-T (27). Nevertheless,
pol 	 replicates POB-T ∼1000-fold less efficiently than nat-
ural DNA (27). Furthermore, in wild-type cells, T→A mu-
tations (i.e. dTTP incorporations) occur at a high frequency
(up to ∼50%) regardless of the organism (i.e. Escherichia
coli, mice, or humans) (28–32). These in vivo studies are con-
sistent with POB-T replication by pol 	, since in vitro stud-

ies indicate that pol 	 most commonly inserts dTTP oppo-
site POB-T (27). However, these conclusions contrast liter-
ature suggesting pol 
 replicates minor groove lesions (33),
while pol 	 replicates pyrimidine dimers and major groove
adducts (34–37). Indeed, pol 
 has an open pocket on the
minor groove side of the DNA duplex that can accommo-
date a bulky moiety, while pol 	 has an open pocket that
aligns with the DNA major groove (38,39). Nevertheless,
pol 
 has been proposed to require WC hydrogen bonding
for rapid catalysis (28,40), a condition that is not satisfied
by POB-T.

There is currently no structural information available for
POB-T replication. However, hydrogen-bonding patterns
between the lesion and the canonical nucleobases have been
proposed to rationalize the observed lesion mutagenicity.
Specifically, the prevalence of dGTP insertion by pol 
 was
speculated to arise due to the formation of two hydrogen
bonds between POB-T and dGTP (Figure 1B) (27,41). On
the other hand, the observed insertion of dATP and dTTP
by pol 	 (27,41) was explained based on interbase hydrogen
bonding involving protonation of the lesion (i.e. at N3) or
the pairing base (i.e. at N1 of A or O2 of T) (Figure 1B)
(27,28). However, the authors acknowledge that these pro-
posed pairs do not explain why dGTP is not inserted by
pol 	 (27,41). Additionally, mass spectrometry data indi-
cates that POB-T is not cationic (42), and there is no ev-
idence to support the protonation of the canonical DNA
nucleobase interacting with POB-T. It has therefore been
suggested that protein–DNA interactions may play a large
role in dictating dNTP insertion opposite POB-T (27,28).
Thus, detailed structural information about the lesion and
polymerase-DNA complex is required to elucidate factors
that control POB-T replication by pol 
 and 	.

Previous work on other DNA lesions has shown that
computational chemistry is an important tool for gaining
molecular level insight into the function of DNA poly-
merases, including lesion accommodation within the active
site and mutagenic outcomes (see, for example, references
(33,43–50)). Therefore, the present work uses density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations and molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations to provide the first structural infor-
mation for POB-T, as well as the preferred base pairings
and lesion replication. Specifically, DFT nucleobase mod-
els reveal the intrinsic conformational preference about the
nucleobase–bulky moiety linker and within the bulky moi-
ety of POB-T. Next, docking and MD simulations uncover
how the lesion is accommodated in the pol 
 and 	 ac-
tive sites prior to dNTP binding. DFT models of isolated
hydrogen-bonded pairs provide insight into possible inter-
actions between POB-T and the canonical nucleobases. Fi-
nally, MD simulations on insertion complexes shed light
on how pol 
 and 	 replicate POB-T and rationalize the
varying propensities for dNTP insertion. Overall, our mul-
tiscale computational approach provides the structural in-
sight necessary to clarify the apparent discrepancy in the
DNA replication literature by highlighting differences in
how two critical human TLS polymerases replicate POB-T
and thereby expands the biological role of pol 	.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

DFT calculations

Barriers about key rotatable bonds in the POB-T nucle-
obase (�′, �′, � ′, �′, �′ and � ′, Figure 1A) were determined
using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6–31G(d). To gain a more complete
picture of possible POB-T nucleobase orientations, an AM-
BER99 conformational search with respect to the same
geometrical features was performed as implemented in
HyperChem. All resulting lesion orientations were sub-
sequently optimized using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6–31G(d) and
the relative energies determined using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6–
311++G(2df,2p). Hydrogen-bonded dimers between the
WC or Hoogsteen face of POB-T and the canonical
nucleobases were investigated using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6–
311++G(2df,2p)//M06–2X/6–31G(d). Reported binding
energies include zero-point vibrational energy corrections,
but do not include basis set superposition error corrections
or monomer deformation energies. All calculations were
performed using Gaussian 09 (revision D.01).

MD simulations

The orientation of POB-T in the pol 
 and 	 active sites
was initially investigated by overlaying the nucleobase con-
formations (adducted T heavy atoms) identified in the con-
formational search onto the template T in a pol 
 or 	 crys-
tal structure (PDB IDs: 5W2C and 4ECS) corresponding
to dATP insertion. Representative lesion orientations were
then used to initiate MD simulations (AMBER ff14SB) on
the pol 
 and 	 preinsertion and insertion complexes with
select dNTPs.

All complexes were solvated in a TIP3P octahedral wa-
ter box such that the solute was at least 10.0 Å from the
box edge. NaCl was added to DNA–polymerase systems
to yield an ∼0.150 M concentration. Mg2+ ions were in-
cluded in the insertion complexes. While we recognize that
this does not represent the native environment of the en-
zyme in a cell, this is the conventional approach used in the
literature to understand the structure of polymerase com-
plexes (see for example, references (33,43–50)). All systems
were minimized, heated to 310 K, and equilibrated. Mul-
tiple 20 ns unconstrained pre-production simulations were
performed to identify geometries that were distinctly dif-
ferent from the initial structures and cannot be easily con-
verted during standard MD sampling. Structures of the
polymerase–DNA complexes with a hydrogen-bonding ge-
ometry and lesion orientation most conducive for the reac-
tion were selected as initial structures for subsequent pre-
production 100 ns MD simulations, which were run in trip-
licate to ensure statistical significance. Since the replicas
lead to minimal differences in the active site region (rmsd
of 0.7–1.8 Å), one replica was extended to yield the final
0.5 s MD production simulation results discussed in the
main text. While analysis was performed on the entire tra-
jectory (frames spaced by 0.1 ns), a representative structure
was chosen for figures based on the lesion orientation and
hydrogen bonding. Furthermore, the strengths of interac-
tions between the dNTP and lesion were estimated using
gas-phase B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6–311++G(d,p) energies on iso-

Figure 2. Overlay of DFT POB-T nucleobase conformations (based on
damaged T heavy atoms, bulky moiety highlighted in red, top) and most
stable conformer from each category (bottom).

lated hydrogen-capped nucleobase dimers. All MD simula-
tions were performed using AMBER 14.

Full details of the computational protocol are provided
in the Supplementary Information.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

POB-T is a highly flexible lesion

DFT was used to understand the inherent structural pref-
erence about the nucleobase–carcinogen linker and within
the bulky moiety. Calculations initiated from a linear orien-
tation (i.e. �′, �′, � ′, �′, �′ and � ′ = 180◦, Figure 1A) indi-
cate that the bulky moiety exhibits a ∼41 kJ/mol preference
to be positioned toward the WC face at the nucleobase–
carcinogen linker (i.e. first carbon of the bulky moiety di-
rected toward N3), with the corresponding rotational bar-
rier being ∼45 kJ/mol (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2).
Nevertheless, POB-T is highly flexible about all other key
bulky moiety dihedral angles (minima within ∼5.5 kJ/mol
and rotational barriers of <30 kJ/mol; Supplementary Fig-
ures S1 and S2). Therefore, the interplay between various
bulky moiety orientations needs to be considered.

Since understanding the inherent structural preference of
POB-T using isolated rotational barriers neglects the in-
terplay between various rotatable bonds, a conformational
search was performed to gain insight into the minimum en-
ergy orientations of the lesion. The resulting 164 unique
adduct conformations (Supplementary Figure S3) were vi-
sually inspected and classified based on the interactions be-
tween the bulky moiety and the adducted T as stacked, T-
shaped, hydrogen bonded or extended (no interaction; Fig-
ure 2). Although there is substantial structural and ener-
getic (up to ∼50 kJ/mol) variation within each conforma-
tional category (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S4),
the majority of accessible POB-T conformations are ex-
tended (49%), while there is an approximately equal number
of stacked and T-shaped structures (∼20% each), and fewer
hydrogen bonded conformers (10%; Supplementary Figure
S4A). However, many of the hydrogen bonded, T-shaped
and extended conformations will not fit within the confines
of the DNA helix due to the close proximity of the bulky
moiety and the site of backbone attachment (Figure 2). Re-
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Figure 3. Overlay of MD representative structures for (A) anti-POB-T
bound in the pol 
 active site (purple) and (B) anti-POB-T or (C) syn-
POB-T bound in the pol 	 active site (blue) with crystal structures (grey)
for dATP insertion opposite dT (PDB ID: 5W2C for pol 
 and 4ECS for
pol 	).

gardless, the lesion displays a consistent orientation at the
nucleobase–carcinogen linker (i.e. first carbon of the bulky
moiety is directed toward the WC face) and the bulky moi-
ety is rarely linear in the 52 lowest energy structures (relative
energy < 20 kJ/mol; Supplementary Figure S5).

POB-T can adopt the canonical anti glycosidic orientation in
the pol � active site, while only syn-POB-T can be accommo-
dated by pol �

The orientation of POB-T in the pol 
 and 	 active sites
prior to dNTP insertion was investigated to gain insight
into the impact of the enzyme and surrounding DNA on the
lesion conformation. Initially, all POB-T conformers iden-
tified in the conformational search were manually docked
into the pol 
 active site such that the lesion adopts the
canonical anti conformation about the glycosidic bond. Al-
though most conformations of the isolated POB-T nucle-

Figure 4. DFT structures and binding energies for base pairs between the
(A) T or POB-T WC face or (B) POB-T Hoogsteen (H) face and the canon-
ical nucleobases.

obase do not fit in the pol 
 active site, 37 of the 164 con-
formations are well accommodated (closest heavy atom dis-
tance between the lesion and polymerase or DNA > 2.0
Å; Supplementary Figure S6). All 37 conformers adopt an
extended orientation, the most common conformation of
the isolated nucleobase. When MD simulations (0.5 s)
were performed on the pol 
 preinsertion complex, POB-T
adopts orientations that span all 37 manually docked con-
formations (Supplementary Figure S7). These orientations
position the bulky moiety in an open pocket near the little
finger domain and away from the dNTP binding site of pol
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Figure 5. Structure and reaction coordinates for pol 
 insertion of dATP
opposite (A) T or (B) POB-T, and (C) syn-dATP or (D) dGTP insertion
opposite POB-T.

Figure 6. Overlay (based on polymerase backbone) of anti-dATP (blue),
syn-dATP (red), dCTP (yellow), and dGTP (green) insertion complexes
for POB-T replication by (A) pol 
 or (B) pol 	.


. There is little change in the overall polymerase structure
upon POB-T accommodation compared to a crystal struc-
ture of T replication (rmsd = 1.244 ± 0.206 Å for the ac-
tive site region; Figure 3A). This accommodation of POB-T
correlates with evidence that pol 
 replicates minor groove
adducts, such as N2-G and N3-A lesions (38,39).

Since pol 	 is generally believed to replicate major groove
lesions (51), it is not clear how the enzyme exerts activity
towards the minor groove POB-T adduct. Indeed, when all
POB-T nucleobase orientations were manually docked into

Figure 7. Structure and reaction coordinates for pol 	 insertion of dATP
opposite (A) T or (B) POB-T, and (C) syn-dATP, (D) dCTP or (E) dTTP
insertion opposite POB-T.

the pol 	 active site using the same protocol applied to pol

, only 8 of the 164 conformations fit in the pol 	 active
site (Supplementary Figure S8). However, these eight con-
formations correspond to extended orientations that place
the bulky moiety in close proximity to key residues in the
catalytic palm domain (e.g. Phe18 and Arg61) and/or the
binding position of the incoming dNTP. When MD sim-
ulations (0.5 s) were performed on this complex, POB-T
adopts orientations that span all 8 manually docked con-
formations (Supplementary Figure S9). Furthermore, MD
simulations reveal disruptions in the active site region com-
pared to the X-ray crystal structure, in particular changes
in the positions of Phe18 (rmsd = 1.883 ± 0.512 Å), Ile48
(rmsd = 2.221 ± 0.436 Å) and Arg61 (rmsd = 2.513 ± 0.923
Å), which will compromise dNTP binding (Figure 3B). No-
tably, Phe18 stacks with the POB-T pyridyl ring, leading to a
Phe18 orientation that would prevent dNTP binding. Fur-
thermore, there is no space within the pol 	 active site to
accommodate movement of the bulky moiety and therefore
Phe18, to permit dNTP binding without introducing steric
clashes. Thus, the predicted disrupted pol 	 active site con-
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formation upon accommodation of POB-T is irreversible.
This suggests that anti-POB-T is not bypassed by pol 	,
which is consistent with the lack of replication of other mi-
nor groove lesions by pol 	 (38,39), but contradicts in vivo
and in vitro studies on POB-T (27,28,41). Nevertheless, pol
	 may accommodate POB-T in a different conformation.

A change in the glycosidic conformation for POB-T was
considered as the addition of various bulky moieties to
purine nucleosides induces a syn glycosidic conformation
(14,52,53). Although no such preference has been previ-
ously reported for a pyrimidine lesion, our DFT calcula-
tions suggest that the syn-POB-T conformation is only ∼9
kJ/mol higher in energy than the anti conformation and the
two conformations are connected by a modest ∼35 kJ/mol
barrier (Supplementary Figure S10). When syn-POB-T was
manually docked into the pol 	active site, significantly more
POB-T conformations can be accommodated by pol 	com-
pared to anti-POB-T (30 versus 8; Supplementary Figure S8
and S7). These conformations extend the bulky moiety on
the major groove side of the growing helix and into an open
pocket near the pol 	 little finger domain. Subsequent MD
simulations reveal the POB-T bulky moiety adopts many
conformations with respect to the adducted T. Neverthe-
less, changes in the little finger domain, in particular disrup-
tions in Arg368 (rmsd = 4.545 ± 0.610 Å), Met418 (rmsd
= 4.557 ± 0.425 Å) and Leu375 (rmsd = 5.479 ± 0.733 Å),
occur to accommodate the lesion (Figure 3). These changes
will likely have a much smaller impact on dNTP insertion
than the disruption of the catalytic palm domain seen for
anti-POB-T. In fact, when POB-T is bound in the pol 	
active site in the syn orientation, there is space for an in-
coming dNTP to bind. While damaged purines have been
shown to adopt a syn glycosidic orientation during replica-
tion (14,52,53), to the best of our knowledge this is the first
evidence suggesting that a pyrimidine adopts the syn glyco-
sidic conformation within a polymerase active site. Never-
theless, other nucleic processing enzymes, such as the TET
family of enzymes (54), the NEIL1 DNA repair enzyme
(55), and functional RNA (56), bind pyrimidines in the syn
conformation. The unique POB-T glycosidic orientations
accommodated by pol 
 and 	may explain the observed dif-
ferential replication outcomes, which will be probed in the
following sections by analyzing the corresponding dNTP in-
sertion complexes.

Pol � adopts a catalytically conducive conformation for the
insertion of dGTP opposite POB-T

Prior to investigating the POB-T base-pairing preferences
in the pol 
 active site, DFT calculations were used to ex-
plore potential hydrogen bonding between the POB-T WC
face and each canonical nucleobase (Figure 4). POB-T was
considered in the extended conformation, the only orienta-
tion accommodated by pol 
. In all dimers, a stacking in-
teraction occurs between the POB-T bulky moiety and the
pairing base, which complements interbase hydrogen bond-
ing to stabilize the base pairs (Figure 4A). When POB-T
is paired with A or G, two hydrogen bonds occur (Figure
4A). Nevertheless, POB-T pairing with G (∼–94 kJ/mol)
is significantly stronger than with A (∼–70 kJ/mol). Fur-
thermore, the POB-T:G hydrogen-bonding geometry is dif-

ferent from that proposed in the literature (27,28) (Fig-
ure 1B) since our predicted orientation at the carcinogen–
nucleobase linker directs the first carbon of the bulky moi-
ety toward the lesion WC face and thus prevents O2 of the
lesion from hydrogen bonding with the pairing G. Finally,
POB-T mispairs with T or C contain a single hydrogen bond
and have interaction energies of –70.6 or –80.7 kJ/mol, re-
spectively (Figure 4A). All POB-T pairs are non-planar (in-
terplanar angle ≈ 30◦). Additionally, the base pairs exhibit
distortion in the canonical base pair width (by up to 2.2 Å)
and/or opening (by up to 30◦), with the exception of the
POB-T:syn-dATP pair, which maintains a width and open-
ing consistent with canonical DNA.

To gain a better understanding of POB-T replication by
pol 
, MD simulations on the pol 
 insertion complexes
with dGTP or dATP paired opposite POB-T were per-
formed. These pairs were considered since G and A form
two hydrogen bonds with POB-T in the isolated base pairs
and these pairs are observed experimentally (27,41). Con-
versely, pairing C and T lead to only a single hydrogen bond
with POB-T and do not correlate with an experimentally-
observed mutagenic outcome, and thus these pairs were not
considered in the polymerase active site. Regardless of the
opposing base, the bulky moiety adopts many distinct ex-
tended conformations in the insertion complexes. Neverthe-
less, the first carbon of the bulky moiety is preferentially
directed toward the lesion WC face as observed for the iso-
lated nucleobase (Supplementary Figure S11). The bound
POB-T orientation consistently positions the bulky moiety
in an open pocket of pol 
, where a hydrogen bond occurs
between the bulky moiety N and Ser102 (Supplementary
Tables S1–S3). The steric constraints of the active site pre-
vent interactions between the bulky moiety and opposing
base, which will destabilize the pairs. This contrasts the iso-
lated base pairs in which the bulky moiety interacts with the
opposing base.

To correctly align the dNTP for the phosphoryl trans-
fer reaction, a number of active site features must be main-
tained, including octahedral coordination of the catalytic
and binding Mg2+ ions, a reaction distance [d(3′-primer
end(O3′)–dNTP(P�))] of < 3.5 Å and a reaction angle [∠(3′-
primer end(O3′)–dNTP(P�)–dNTP(O��))] of ∼180◦ (57–
59). These criteria are satisfied for dATP and dGTP inser-
tion opposite POB-T by pol 
 (Figure 5 and Supplementary
Table S4). In addition, minimal differences occur in the in-
teractions between the dNTP backbone, and the surround-
ing amino acids compared to dATP insertion opposite T
(Figure 6A and Supplementary Tables S1-S3 and S5).

Despite the correct alignment of the reaction coordinate,
the largest differences in the dATP and dGTP pol 
 inser-
tion complexes occur in the nascent base pair. Specifically,
POB-T does not hydrogen bond with an incoming dATP
(Figure 5). Instead, the bulky moiety chain or pyridyl ring
forms non-covalent C–H···� and �···� interactions with
dATP (Supplementary Figure S11). This leads to an average
POB-T:dATP interaction energy of ∼–30 kJ/mol. There-
fore, despite the reaction coordinate being aligned for catal-
ysis, weak interactions occur between POB-T and dATP.
Overall, this correlates with in vitro kinetic data suggesting
that dATP is infrequently inserted opposite POB-T by pol

 (27,41).
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Although POB-T:dGTP is distorted compared to un-
damaged DNA (deviations in base pair width of ∼1 Å
and opening of ∼20◦), the POB-T(O4)···dGTP(N1H) and
POB-T(N3)···dGTP(N2H) hydrogen bonds are persistent
(>95%; Figure 5D). This leads to an average interaction
strength of –61.4 kJ/mol, which is ∼13 or ∼30 kJ/mol
stronger than canonical T:dATP or POB-T:dATP, respec-
tively (Figure 5D). When coupled with the catalytic orien-
tation of the reaction coordinate, this correlates with experi-
mental in vitro kinetic studies that indicate dGTP is inserted
opposite POB-T at a higher rate than dATP (27). Although
our calculations rationalize the in vitro data, in vivo studies
indicate that knockout of pol 
 does not influence POB-T
replication and therefore it is unlikely that pol 
 replicates
POB-T in vivo (28). Since the predicted insertion complexes
are aligned for catalysis, our data supports suggestions that
the decreased reactivity of pol 
 towards POB-T may stem
from the lack of WC hydrogen bonding, which is proposed
to be required for rapid catalysis (28,40).

Unique syn glycosidic orientation explains experimentally ob-
served dTTP and dATP insertion opposite POB-T by pol �

MD simulations on preinsertion complexes predict that an
extended orientation of POB-T is accommodated in the pol
	 active site in the syn, but not the canonical anti, glycosidic
orientation. However, it is unclear how the POB-T Hoog-
steen face interacts with the canonical nucleobases. DFT
calculations on pairs between the POB-T Hoogsteen face
and the canonical nucleobases reveal no interactions be-
tween the bulky moiety and any canonical pairing base. Al-
though a stable Hoogsteen-POB-T:G base pair could not
be isolated, a single hydrogen bond occurs between POB-
T(O4) and A(N6H), C(N4H), or T(N3H) (Figure 4B). As
a result, pairs involving the POB-T Hoogsteen face are
all significantly less stable than canonical T:A (by 22 – 35
kJ/mol) and pairs involving the POB-T WC face (by 21–
59 kJ/mol). Additionally, while all syn-POB-T base pairs
retain the width of canonical DNA, the pairs are signifi-
cantly nonplanar (by up to ∼70◦) and distorted with respect
to the opening (by up to ∼30◦). The consistent weak and
distorted interactions between the POB-T Hoogsteen face
and the canonical nucleobases correlate with reports that
pol 	 has a low dNTP selectivity during POB-T replication
(27,41).

To further understand the POB-T replication outcomes
MD simulations on the pol 	 insertion complexes were per-
formed. Specifically, dATP, dCTP, and dTTP were paired
opposite the lesion in the pol 	 active site, since A, C and
T all form a hydrogen bond with POB-T in the nucleobase
pairs. In all complexes, there is substantial variation in the
bulky moiety conformation (Supplementary Figure S12).
However, the lesion preferentially adopts an extended ori-
entation that directs the bulky moiety away from the pair-
ing base, toward the previously replicated DNA, and near
residues in the little finger domain (i.e. Arg368, Met418, and
Leu375). Additionally, as observed for pol 
, all pol 	 in-
sertion complexes maintain octahedral coordination of the
catalytic and binding Mg2+ ions (Supplementary Table S4),
and the reaction distance and angle are < 3.5 Å and 170–
175◦, respectively (Figure 7). Furthermore, regardless of the

pairing base, interactions between the dNTP backbone and
surrounding amino acids are similar to those for the repli-
cation of T (Figure 6B and Supplementary Tables S6–S10).
Therefore, all complexes contain a catalytically conducive
active site orientation.

Despite a consistent N–H···POB-T(O4) hydrogen bond
with A, C or T in the lesion nucleobase pairs, differences oc-
cur in the interactions between the dNTP and syn-POB-T in
the pol 	 active site. Indeed, steric constraints within the ac-
tive site force syn-POB-T:syn-dATP and syn-POB-T:dCTP
into geometries that lack interbase hydrogen bonding (Fig-
ure 7). This suggests that neither syn-dATP nor dCTP will
be selectively incorporated opposite the lesion by pol 	. In-
terestingly, when dATP is placed opposite syn-POB-T, the
lesion flips out of the helix into the major groove and toward
the little finger domain of pol 	. With syn-POB-T out of the
helix, dATP is stabilized in the active site by a water-bridged
hydrogen bond between dATP(N1) and the 3′-A(O4′) (Fig-
ure 7 and Supplementary Figure S13B). This is similar to
the reported replication of one of the most common types of
DNA damage, namely an abasic site. Specifically, a crystal
structure of dATP insertion opposite an abasic site by pol
	 shows a water-bridged hydrogen bond between the dATP
nucleobase and the template backbone (60). This indicates
that the experimentally-observed insertion of dATP oppo-
site POB-T (27,28,41) likely occurs in a manner analogous
to the replication of an abasic site.

In contrast to dCTP and dATP, dTTP paired opposite
syn-POB-T by pol 	 leads to the POB-T(O4)···dTTP(N3H)
(95%) hydrogen bond (Figure 7E), which contribute to an
average interaction energy of –30.9 kJ/mol. Nevertheless,
while the pair maintains a width consistent with natural
DNA, it is not planar (interplanar angle = 33◦). Since T
is the only nucleobase that can directly interact with POB-
T in the pol 	 active site, our simulations provide the first
structural explanation for in vitro studies that indicate pol 	
preferentially inserts dTTP opposite POB-T (27,41), as well
as in vivo studies that report POB-T leads to T→A muta-
tions (28). Our new proposal that pol 	 bypasses POB-T in
the syn glycosidic conformation sheds light on the differ-
ential POB-T replication outcomes for pol 
 and 	, and to
the best of our knowledge provides the first evidence that a
polymerase can replicate a damaged syn pyrimidine.

CONCLUSION

Our multiscale modeling provides the first structural infor-
mation on the minor groove POB-T lesion, and thereby
rationalizes the previously confusing mutational spectrum
(27,28,41). Indeed, although pol 
 typically replicates mi-
nor groove lesions, pol 
 has been reported to insert dGTP
opposite POB-T in vitro, but does not replicate the lesion
in vivo (27,28,41). In contrast, in vivo work indicates that
POB-T is replicated by pol 	, which typically bypasses ma-
jor groove lesions, and this replication leads to up to ∼ 50%
T→A mutations (27,28,41). Our results further clarify the
role of these human polymerases by predicting that POB-T
adopts different glycosidic orientations in the pol 
 and 	
active sites. Specifically, anti-POB-T can fit in the pol 
 ac-
tive site and this orientation preferentially pairs with dGTP,
which correlates with the experimentally observed replica-
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tion outcome (27,28,41). Conversely, anti-POB-T cannot be
accommodated by pol 	 and instead the syn conformation
is adopted. In the syn conformation, the lesion preferen-
tially pairs with dTTP, which correlates with previous re-
ported in vitro and in vivo pol 	 data (27,28,41). We pro-
pose that the experimentally-observed non-mutagenic repli-
cation of POB-T by pol 	 occurs through stabilization of
dATP opposite POB-T in a manner analogous to dATP in-
sertion opposite a common type of DNA damage, namely
an abasic site (60), rather than through conventional WC
hydrogen bonding. All lesion conformations and associ-
ated hydrogen-bonding patterns between POB-T and the
canonical nucleobases calculated in the present work differ
from those previously hypothesized in the literature in the
absence of accurate structural data, thus highlighting the
need for this fundamental information. Nevertheless, future
work is required to clarify the structural basis of extension
past the lesion site. Overall, the current work provides the
structural insights necessary to clarify an apparent discrep-
ancy in the DNA replication literature by expanding the bi-
ological role of pol 	. Furthermore, although other nucleic
acid binding enzymes have been shown to bind pyrimidines
in the syn glycosidic conformation (54–56), our results pro-
vide the first evidence for the replication of a syn pyrimidine.
Most importantly, the current work provides structural sup-
port that indicates POB-T may lead to the T→A mutations
observed the mutational signature (signature 4) associated
with tobacco smoking in human cancers (26).
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